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Security Cameras Source: Security System Footage Hitting Web

Home and business owners who are on the road will be able to check in on their most valued
possessions, no matter where they are in the world thanks to a new development says security
cameras seller Chinavasion.

(Vocus/PRWEB)April 16, 2010 -- (Vocus)April 16, 2010 -- People will no longer need to wonder about the
safety of their possessions they'll be able to view security footage anywhere in the world according to security
cameras specialist Chinavasion.

The China wholesale firm says that a wider range of IP capable cameras and security systems are now
available, which makes it possible to people check security footage remotely from any part of the world.

With business becoming more global and business owners traveling more security demands are changing.

People need to be able to check on feeds from all corners of the globe and, according to Rose Li, PR Manager
of security cameras supplier Chinavasion that is now possible.

"IP security cameras and security camera kits are making it possible for home and business owners to be in two
places at once," according to Chinavasion's Rose Li.

"It is as easy as accessing a security camera or system feed from an internet café or a wireless connection."

According to Chinavasion's Rose Li the IP security cameras supplier has a wide range of IP cameras and
security camera kits including models that are completely waterproof, models with motion detection and
models with night vision capabilities.

Manufacturers are also producing plug in and play security camera kits which are able to stream footage from
all four-eight cameras to an online location as well as recording that footage onto a DVR.

"It doesn't matter what is required, there are IP security cameras and systems that can meet those requirements,"
according to Rose Li.

With China wholesale security cameras suppliers like Chinavasion listing products, Chinavasion's Rose Li says
this is one technological advance that anybody can take advantage of.

"With Chinavasion sourcing directly from the factory security cameras buyers can be sure that they are getting
the best possible prices for the best possible equipment."
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Contact Information
Rose Li
Chinavasion
http://www.chinavasion.com
+86 (0)755 26451869

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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